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ABSTRACT

The rapid growth of multimedia databases and the human interest in their peers make indices representing the location and identity of people in audio-visual documents essential for searching archives. Person discovery in the absence of prior identity knowledge requires accurate association of audio-visual cues and detected names. To this end, we present 3 different strategies to approach this problem: clustering-based naming, verification-based naming, and graph-based naming. Each of these strategies utilizes different recent advances in unsupervised face/speech recognition, verification, and optimization. To have a better understanding of the approaches, this paper also provides a quantitative and qualitative comparative study of these approaches using the associated corpus of the Person Discovery challenge at MediaEval 2016. From the results of our experiments, we can observe the pros and cons of each approach, thus paving the way for future promising research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the retrieval of information on people in videos is of high interest for users, algorithms indexing identities of people and retrieving their respective quotations are vital for searching archives. This practical need leads to research problems on how to index people present in videos. Started in 2011, the REPERE challenge aimed at supporting research on multimodal person recognition [4, 13]. Its main goal was to answer the two questions “who speaks when?” and “who appears when?” using any available source of information including pre-existing biometric models and person names extracted from the videos. Thanks to this challenge and the associated multimodal corpus [13], significant progress was achieved in either supervised or unsupervised multimodal person recognition [2, 6, 12, 26, 29].

However, when a content is created or broadcast, it is not always possible to predict which people will be the most important to find in the future and biometric models may not yet be available at indexing time. Under real world conditions, this raises the challenge to index people in the archive when there is no pre-set list of people to index. This makes the task completely unsupervised. To successfully tag people with the correct identities, names must first be detected from audio-visual sources such as automatic transcripts (ASR) or optical character recognition (OCR). Then one must find a way to assign a name correctly to a presence of the corresponding person, and that name must also be propagated to all the shots during which that person appears and speaks.

A standard approach to solve this is first based on face/speech clustering to partition a videos into homogeneous segments corresponding to identities, followed by the assignment of names to segments appropriately. Although commonly used in state-of-the-art systems [21, 26], it has several drawbacks such as potential errors of face/speech clustering or the lack of straightforward way to combine audio-visual streams. In order to alleviate these drawbacks of clustering-based naming two alternative strategies are proposed based on verification and graph optimization. All these three strategies share some common building blocks such as face/speech representation, person diarization, or audio-visual (AV) verification. Though each of these blocks has been well studied within its respective context [3, 23, 31, 32], they have never been fully investigated and compared as whole systems in multimedia indexing context.
before. Thus in this paper, we aim to investigate these approaches with variations in their components using the medium scale multimedia dataset associated to the "Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV" task [5, 25]. The benchmarking results allow the analysis of all three approaches to understand their pros and cons to draw lessons for good practice in large-scale person discovery in broadcast news.

The next Section introduces more details about the Person Discovery challenge, its corpus and evaluation protocol. Then Section 3 gives an overview about our approaches while Sections 4 to 7 describe the methodologies in more details. Section 8 presents experiments and analysis, while Section 9 concludes the paper with further discussions.

2 PERSON DISCOVERY CHALLENGE

The goal of this challenge is to address the indexing of people in archives under real-world conditions when no pre-existing labels or biometric models exist.

Task overview. Participants are provided with a collection of TV broadcast recordings pre-segmented into shots. Each shot \( s \in S \) has to be automatically tagged with the names of people both speaking and appearing at the same time during the shot: this tagging algorithm is denoted by \( L : S \rightarrow P(N) \).

The list of persons is not provided \( \textit{a priori} \), and person biometric models (neither voice nor face) cannot be trained on external data. The only way to identify a person is by finding their name \( n \in N \) in the audio (\( e.g. \) using ASR) or visual (\( e.g. \) using OCR) streams and associating them to the correct person (Fig. 1). We denote by \( \mathbb{N} \) the set of all possible person names in the universe, correctly formatted as \( \text{firstname.lastname} \), while \( N \) is the set of hypothesized names.

Datasets and annotation. The test set is divided into three sets: INA, DW, and 3/24. The INA dataset contains a full week of broadcast for two TV french channels (total duration of 90 hours). The DW dataset [14] is composed of video downloaded from the Deutsche Welle website, in English and German for a total duration of 50 hours. The last dataset contains 13 hours of broadcast from the 3/24 Catalan TV news channel.

Partial annotation was performed to tag each shot with the names of people who appear and speak within that shot using the following approach. From all participant submissions to the challenge, a set of hypotheses were generated for each shot. Then participants also engaged in an interactive annotation process. Detected names were first annotated with thumbnails which were then used to verify whether people appeared and talked in a particular shot. This annotation process yielded 3431 shots with 619 identities annotated (see Tab. 1 for details).

Metrics. The task is evaluated indirectly as an information retrieval task. For each query \( q \in Q \subset \mathbb{N} \), returned shots are first sorted by the edit distance between the hypothesized person name and the query \( q \) and then by confidence scores. The average precision \( \text{AP}(q) \) is then computed based on the list of relevant shots (according to the groundtruth) and the sorted list of shots. Finally, the mean average precision (MAP) is computed as follows:

\[
\text{MAP} = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q \in Q} \text{AP}(q)
\]

Video OCR-NER. As the task we aim at is fully unsupervised, the names of people have to be found in the audio or visual streams. Person identification from automatic ASR transcripts usually deteriorates performance. Meanwhile, video text can be reliably extracted using OCR and names from overlaid texts often coincide temporally with the people visible and speaking. Thus, in this work we use only names coming from OCR segments.

For OCR recognition, we relied on the approaches described in [7]. In brief, first the video is preprocessed with a motion filtering to reduce false alarms, and individual frames are processed to localize the text regions. Then, multiple image segmentations of the same text region are decoded, and all results are compared and aggregated over time to produce several hypotheses. The best hypothesis is used to extract people names for identification. Then MITIE open library\(^1\) is used to perform named entity recognition (NER). To improve the raw MITIE results, a rule-based step identifies names not corresponding to introduced people (\( e.g. \) editorial staff, based on their roles like cameraman or writer) since they do not appear within the video.

3 OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACHES

Conventional approaches for person recognition rely on face and/or voice biometric models. Thus, a very large amount of trained models is needed to cover only a decent percentage of all the people in TV shows. In addition, it is not always possible to predict which people will be the most important to find in the future. To solve these problems, detected people names are assigned to faces and voices following the basic principle that occurrences of similar faces and voices should have the same name. Below, we briefly introduce the 3 different paradigms used in of this paper to solve the task, which have different characteristics (generative vs. discriminative models, pairwise verification vs. global optimization, etc.), while later sections provides more details about them.

Clustering-based naming (CBN). This is the most common approach. Face/speech tracks are first aggregated into homogeneous clusters according to person identities. Then each cluster is tagged

---

\( ^1 \) https://github.com/mit-nlp/MITIE

---

Table 1: Number of identities and corresponding shots where people appear and speak in each set of the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INA</th>
<th>DW</th>
<th>3/24</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># identities</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># shots</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

then used to verify whether people appeared and talked in a particular shot. This annotation process yielded 3431 shots with 619 identities annotated (see Tab. 1 for details).
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Figure 2: Clustering-based naming process. Light blue boxes are when names are combined with clusters.

with the most probable person name (Fig.2). This approach heavily depends on the clustering quality and granularity: a large number of clusters can significantly reduce the indexing recall, while a too small number may produce false alarms and affect the indexing precision (i.e., over-clustering).

Verification-based naming (VBN). To overcome the weakness of CBN, VBN puts higher priority on detected names, and proceed in two main steps (Fig. 3). A person enrolment step relying on face/speech tracks reliably associated with OCR names, and a verification step on all other face/speech segments, which implicitly ranks them according to the identity.

Graph-based naming (GBN). VBN propagates names based on a one-one distance while in CBN, all the distances are globally considered. Graph-based naming is thus proposed as an hybrid approach between them. A graph is built using face/speech tracks as a nodes and AV similarities between nodes as edge weights. As in VBN, some nodes are initially tagged with the names, and this information is then propagated along the edges within the graph (Fig. 4).

4 CLUSTERING-BASED NAMING (CBN)
Two tested systems followed this approach (LIMSI and EUMSSI) in which, roughly speaking, a video is first segmented into homogeneous clusters according to person identity using face clustering and speaker diarization, and then clusters are combined with the OCR names to find an optimal assignment (Fig. 2).

4.1 Face clustering
Given the video shots, face clustering consists of (i) face detection, (ii) face tracking (extending detections into continuous tracks), and (iii) face clustering, grouping tracks with the same identity into clusters.

4.1.1 LIMSI system. Face tracking-by-detection is applied within each shot using a detector based on histogram of oriented gradients [8] and the correlation tracker proposed by Danelljan et al. [9]. Each face track is then described by its average embedding and compared with all the others using Euclidean distance [31]. Finally, average-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering is applied. Source code for this module is available in pyannote-video<sup>2</sup>.

4.1.2 EUMSSI system. A fast version of deformable part-based model (DPM) [11] is first applied. Then tracking is performed using the CRF-based multi-target tracking framework [15], which relies on the unsupervised learning of time sensitive association costs for different features. The detector is only applied 4 times per second and an explicit false alarm classifier at the track level is learned [19]. Each face track is then described using a combination of keypoint matching distances and total variability modeling (TVM) [17, 32].

5 VERIFICATION-BASED NAMING (VBN)
Two systems (GTM-UVigo and UPC) were built on this paradigm which, as summarized in the overview, can be divided in an enrollment and a search (verification) stage (see (Fig. 3), as described below.

5.1 Enrollment
For each identified name in the set of OCR-NER output, the enrollment consists of finding the speaker segments/faces which best overlap with the temporal occurrence of the OCR name. These tracks/segments are the data used to create a biometric model for the named person. The systems mainly differ in the identification of the associated track and the voice and face representations.

5.1.1 GTM-UVigo system. Given the interval ($t_{\text{start}}$, $t_{\text{end}}$) associated with the OCR name occurrence (or the set of segments in the case a given name appeared several times), the person speech enrollment segment was extracted by using the whole interval and iteratively extending it in the past and future by 10ms step until a change point is detected using the BIC algorithm for speaker segmentation and using standard audio features (19 MFCCs plus

<sup>2</sup>http://pyannote.github.io

<sup>3</sup>www-lium.univ-lemans.fr/en/content/liumspkdiarization
delta, acceleration and energy). On the video side, the LIMSI approach was used to detect and track faces, and the track which overlapped most with the OCR temporal segment \((s_{\text{start}}, s_{\text{end}})\) was considered as enrollment data and associated to the voice. Faces were represented with normalized DCT features [1].

Given the audio and video enrollment data, speech segments and face tracks were represented using an i-vector [10] extracted for each modality using the Kaldi toolkit [27]. In case of speech, speech activity detection (SAD) was performed beforehand.

5.1.2 UPC system. Speaker segments/face tracks that overlap with the OCR name segments were obtained as enrollment data. Speaker modelling was implemented using the Alize toolkit[18] by extracting a 400-dimension i-vector [10] (20 MFCCs plus delta and acceleration). Note that OCR names with less than 3s speaker turn enrollment data were discarded.

Regarding video, activations from the last fully connected layer of VGG-face [23] convolutional neural network (CNN) were used to train a triplet network architecture [31] using the FaceScrub and LFV datasets [16, 22]. An autoencoder was used to reduce the dimensionality of the VGG vectors to 1024. The features from each of the detected faces in each track were extracted and then averaged to obtain a single feature vector.

5.2 Search/verification

5.2.1 GTM-Uvigo system. To decide which speaker was present in a shot, speech and face detection were first performed. A logistic regression approach was used to classify audio segments as speech or non-speech. For the video, face tracks within the shot were identified, and the one that appeared in more frames (if any) was chosen. Then, the same procedure as in the enrollment stage was performed: features were extracted from the shot and an i-vector was extracted for each modality (after SAD for audio). Given the speech ad face i-vectors of the shot, cosine scoring with the enrollment i-vectors were computed, and the person names that achieved the highest score for each modality were assigned to the shot, provided the scores were greater than a threshold.

5.2.2 UPC system. For the speech modality, target i-vectors were extracted from 3s segments with a 0.5s shift. The identification was performed evaluating the cosine distance of the i-vectors with each query i-vector. The query with the lowest distance was assigned to the segment. A global distance threshold was previously considered as enrollment data and associated to the voice.

For the video modality, using the set of named tracks from the full video corpus, a Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) binary classifier model was trained, using the euclidean distance between pairs of samples from the named tracks. Then, for each specific video, each unnamed track was compared with all the named tracks of the video, computing the Euclidean distance between the respective feature vectors of the tracks. This value was classified using the GNB to either being an intra-class distance (both tracks belong to the same identity) or an inter-class distance (the tracks are not from the same person). The probability of the distance being intra-class was used as the confidence score. The unnamed track was assigned the identity of the most similar named track. A threshold on the confidence score was used to discard tracks not corresponding to any named track.

5.2.3 UPC system. Speaker segments/face tracks that overlap with the OCR name segments were obtained as enrollment data. Speaker modelling was implemented using the Alize toolkit[18] by extracting a 400-dimension i-vector [10] (20 MFCCs plus delta and acceleration). Note that OCR names with less than 3s speaker turn enrollment data were discarded.

Regarding video, activations from the last fully connected layer of VGG-face [23] convolutional neural network (CNN) were used to train a triplet network architecture [31] using the FaceScrub and LFV datasets [16, 22]. An autoencoder was used to reduce the dimensionality of the VGG vectors to 1024. The features from each of the detected faces in each track were extracted and then averaged to obtain a single feature vector.

5.2 Search/verification

5.2.1 GTM-Uvigo system. To decide which speaker was present in a shot, speech and face detection were first performed. A logistic regression approach was used to classify audio segments as speech or non-speech. For the video, face tracks within the shot were identified, and the one that appeared in more frames (if any) was chosen. Then, the same procedure as in the enrollment stage was performed: features were extracted from the shot and an i-vector was extracted for each modality (after SAD for audio). Given the speech ad face i-vectors of the shot, cosine scoring with the enrollment i-vectors were computed, and the person names that achieved the highest score for each modality were assigned to the shot, provided the scores were greater than a threshold.

5.2.2 UPC system. For the speech modality, target i-vectors were extracted from 3s segments with a 0.5s shift. The identification was performed evaluating the cosine distance of the i-vectors with each query i-vector. The query with the lowest distance was assigned to the segment. A global distance threshold was previously considered as enrollment data and associated to the voice.

For the video modality, using the set of named tracks from the full video corpus, a Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) binary classifier model was trained, using the euclidean distance between pairs of samples from the named tracks. Then, for each specific video, each unnamed track was compared with all the named tracks of the video, computing the Euclidean distance between the respective feature vectors of the tracks. This value was classified using the GNB to either being an intra-class distance (both tracks belong to the same identity) or an inter-class distance (the tracks are not from the same person). The probability of the distance being intra-class was used as the confidence score. The unnamed track was assigned the identity of the most similar named track. A threshold on the confidence score was used to discard tracks not corresponding to any named track.

6 GRAPH-BASED NAMING

In this approach, all the speaking faces of a video are the nodes of a complete and undirected graph \(G\), and each edge between two nodes is weighted by the similarity between their respective voices and/or the face tracks. An initial tagging is done by associating to each face track the co-occurring name(s). Then propagation is performed according to the weights of the graphs using two different strategies, namely MOTIF-RW and MOTIF-MST (Fig. 4).

![Figure 4: Graph-based naming process. Light blue boxes are when nodes in graph are initiated with names.](image)

6.1 Graph generation details

A node is created for every speaking face detected, namely when a face track temporally overlaps a speech segment by at least 60%. If several speech segments overlap it, the face track is associated the one with the most overlapping one. Edges between nodes are weighted using a measure of similarity deriving from the voice and/or face track similarities.

We compute the visual similarity \(\sigma_{ij}^v\) as the cosine between the FaceNet embedding vectors \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) related to the face tracks of two nodes \(N_i\) and \(N_j\): \(\sigma_{ij}^v = 1/2 + \frac{|v_i^T v_j|}{\|v_i\|\|v_j\|}\), where \(\cdot\) is the dot product and \(|\cdot|\) is the L2 norm.

The similarity \(\sigma_{ij}^i\) between the speech segments of two nodes \(N_i\) and \(N_j\) is computed as follows. Each speech segment is modelled with a 16-GMMs over MFCC features. An Euclidean-based approximation of the KL2 divergence, noted \(\delta_{ij}^\Delta\), is then computed between the two GMMs [3], and turned into a similarity according to \(\sigma_{ij}^i = \exp(\log(\alpha) \delta_{ij}^\Delta)\), where \(\alpha = 0.25\). The way two modalities can be combined is described in Sec. 7.

6.2 Name propagation

Two different approaches are considered for the propagation of the initial tags: a random walk approach and a hierarchical one based on Kruskal’s algorithm. In both cases, every node is associated a particular tag with a confidence score at the end of the propagation phase.

6.2.1 Random walk (RW). This method implements a random walk algorithm with absorbing states, adapting [33]. Let \(n\) be the number of nodes of \(G\), we compute the probability transition matrix \(P^0\) between all the nodes as \(P^0 = D^{-1}W\) where \(D\) is the diagonal degree matrix where \(D_{ii} = \sum_j W_{ij}, 1 \leq i \leq n\). Nodes which are already tagged in \(P^0\) are set as absorbing states, i.e. if \(i\) is a tagged node, \(P_{ii}^0 = 1\) and \(P_{ij}^0 = 0\). The random walk iteration is performed according to \(P^{t+1} = (1 - \gamma) P^t + \gamma P^0\), where \(\gamma\) is a parameter enforcing consistency with the initial state and slows down the walk (here \(\gamma = 0.5\)). When the random walk has converged, let \(T\) be the
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8 EXPERIMENTS

First, contrastive experiments with various configurations are performed for each approach. Then, we conduct a comparative study of the three approaches. All figures are reported using Person Discovery benchmark dataset and the metrics is MAP@K (K ∈ 1, 10, 100). MAP@10 is used as the primary number for comparison.

Baseline. This is when there is no name propagation, i.e., names are only associated to the most overlapped face / voice. The baseline achieves 55.9%, 33.8%, and 32.8% of MAP@K respectively.

8.1 Contrastive Results

Clustering-based naming. Tab. 2 shows the results using CBM with different settings. The system based solely on speaker diarization (A), which is common for both LIMSI and EUMSSI, is far behind the baseline (29.9% vs. 55.9%) because speech turns are wrongly over-clustered due to dubbing and voice-over. When comparing 2 face clustering methods, LIMSI (V) outperforms EUMSSI (V) at MAP@1 while being slightly behind in MAP@10. This can be explained by the more robust detector used in EUMSSI (V) which detects faces at multiple poses while LIMSI (V) only detects frontal faces which has higher precision. This also explains why after applying talking face detection, EUMSSI (V-talking) has a significant increase while LIMSI (V-talking) only has a minor improvement (6.7% vs. 0.3%). People appearing in frontal faces often are those who talk as well. Finally when AV results are fused, we can observe a substantial improvement in both systems.

Verification-based naming. Tab. 3 shows the results achieved with UVigo and UPC systems. UVigo systems perform better on audio domain than on visual one because the face system only verifies the most dominant face of each shot. Meanwhile for UPC systems, the one based on face verification works better than that of speech processing. UPC face system also has problem when over-clustered due to dubbing and voice-over. When comparing 2 face clustering methods, LIMSI (V) outperforms EUMSSI (V) at MAP@1 while being slightly behind in MAP@10. This can be explained by the more robust detector used in EUMSSI (V) which detects faces at multiple poses while LIMSI (V) only detects frontal faces which has higher precision. This also explains why after applying talking face detection, EUMSSI (V-talking) has a significant increase while LIMSI (V-talking) only has a minor improvement (6.7% vs. 0.3%). People appearing in frontal faces often are those who talk as well. Finally when AV results are fused, we can observe a substantial improvement in both systems.

Graph-based naming. Tab. 4 gathers the performances obtained by the graph-based systems. We see that the propagation step increases the MAP@K from 7% to 15%. The best performance is obtained by the AV version of RW (β = 0.1), which outperforms the audio-only (β = 0) and video-only (β = 0.1) versions. The MST system gives the highest result when only vision is considered, which is in favor of a better tuning of β in the audio-visual case.

8.2 Comparative analysis of three approaches

Comparing the MAP@10 of the best configurations, CBN still remains state-of-the-art (59.8%), followed by GBN (57.4%) and VBN.
(45.8%). This shows the possible drawbacks of VBN. The verification models are trained using only one track, which does not contain enough variation. Moreover, this approach is affected more by the quality of OCR-NER as false names can be spread to multiple shots.

For the future, some early clustering can help to increase the size of training data while some text filtering can increase the precision of enrolment. On the other hand, GBN requires a face track and a speech turn to be sufficiently overlapped before assigning a name, thus reducing the effect of false texts. The combination of AV similarities also implicitly performs talking face detection, which achieves higher precision in tagging people appearing and speaking. However, discriminative talking detection model still outperforms when applied in CNB systems. Therefore, using this talking face detector in GBN is an interesting future work. VBN can be used to learn more discriminative similarity for GBN edges. Lastly, the effectiveness of combining with audio and visual results is still not as significant as other improvements. This requires further experiments in the future to fully exploit the potential of multimodal processing.

9 FUTURE WORKS

We have presented three different methodologies to perform unsupervised person identification in broadcast news. The quantitative analysis was done on the associated corpus of the Multimodal Person Discovery challenge of MediaEval 2016. In this challenge, person discovery is benchmarked as an index retrieval problem, in which indices represent shots when a person appears and speaks. From the experiments, we can observe that clustering-based methods still achieve better accuracy than the alternatives. The results also suggest potential directions to improve verification-based and graph-based methods by increasing the quality of OCR, hyper parameter tuning, or discriminative talking face detection. On the other hand, these two approaches have many interesting improvements such as discriminative models or unified audio-visual similarity, which can be exploited by combining them with clustering-based methods. Our results also emphasize the importance of multimodal processing, which is a future direction of our work.
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